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AD 33RD ERA (1601 – 1650 AD): 33RD SIGN COMA “DREAMS OF PARADISE COME TRUE” 

STAR PROPHECY     HISTORICAL EVENTS 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The picture is of a male child on the knee of a 

woman.  Sometimes the woman is pictured on a 

throne.  Coma is a decan of Virgo “Seed of 

Woman” which alludes to promised Messiah. 

Coma in Hebrew means “The Desired”.  The 

Egyptian name was “The Desired Son”.   

(The Greek word for hair sounds like Coma and 

that is how the name of the sign was wrongly 

changed to the ‘hair of Berenice’.) 

The Hebrew name for the child of Coma is 

Yeshua, or “Jesus”. 

There are no bright stars in Coma but there are 

many star clusters and distant galaxies.   

In Coma there are not the usual dozen stars, but 

thousands of galaxies of stars!   

In a secular context, Coma may be taken to 

symbolize the realization of long held hopes and 

dreams; of which prior generations had only the 

barest of glimpses: just as the Abrahamic faiths 

hope for a millennium of peace under Messiah. 

 

While Europe find new ways to die & kill each other: 

dreams of paradise come true in the New World: 

1603 AD Elizabeth dies: King James crowned 

1605 AD Acadian (French) Settlement of Port Royale 

1607 AD Jamestown founded: free land to settle! 

1608 AD Champlain founds Quebec City, New France 

1617 AD Thirty Years War: Cath. Vs Protestants 

1619 AD Pilgrims’ Plymouth Rock: religious freedom! 

1621 AD Pilgrims celebrate 1st Thanksgiving 

1628 AD Plague in France: 1,000,000 deaths 

1630 AD Withrop’s vision: America like ‘City on a Hill’ 

1632 AD Boston is founded: academic freedom! 

1642-49 AD English Civil War: Parliament vs Royals 

1648 AD 30 Year War Ends: Germany lost 1/3 pop. 

1649 AD King Charles beheaded: England is republic! 


